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Docket No: 50-471
OCT 2 3 ISB

Mr. R. M. Butler
Nuclear Projects Manager
Boston Edison Company
800 Boylston Steet
Boston, Massachusetts 02199

Dear Mr. Butler:

SUBJECT: EMERGENCY PREPAREDNESS RF.QUIREMENTS - PILGRIM NUCLEAR GENERATING ,

STATION, UNIT 2

In a recent letter dated October 10, 1979 on the " Followup Actions Resulting
from the NRC Staff Reviews Regarding the Three Mile Island Unit 2 Accident",
we outlined the staff.'.s requirements resulting from its Emergency Preparedness
Studies. In that letter we stated that the Comission was considering what
changes to current regulations and policy would be appropriate as a result
of the Siting Policy Task Force Report (NUREG-0625), and it was likely that
they would endorse the 10- and 50-mile emergency planning zones recomended

~

by the EPA /NRC study.

On October 18, 1979, the Cxmission cancurred in and endorsed the guidance on
emergency planning zones recommenced in the NRC/ EPA report. In a policy statement
on that date (Enclosure 1), the Ccmission directed the NRC staff to incorporate
the planning basis guidance into existi.7g documents used in the evaluation
of State and local eargency preparedness plans to the extent practicable.,

Thus, in addition to the requirements now set forth explicitly in Appendix E
to 10 CFR Part 50, and the requirements of Enclosure 7 of our October 10, 1979
letter, it is the staff psition that for near term cps, preliminary plans
for coping with the potential consequences of emergencies beycnd the site
boundary must include provisions for a plume expoeure pathway Emergency Planning
Zone (EPZ) and an ingastion pa Leaf Emergency Planning Zone. The EPZ for the
plume exposure pathway must encompass an area of about 10 miles in radius,
and the EPZ for the ingestion pathway an area of about 50 miles in radius.

.
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Mr. R. M. Butler -2-

The following information must be provided and evaluated in order to implement
this staff position.

1. Contacts and agreements with local, State and Federal governmental
agencies with responsibility for coping with emergencies for development
of final plans must be documented for the areas within the plume exposure
Emergency Planning Zone. This_ shall include agreement in principle
between these agencies on a framework for emergency notification and
protective action criteria acceptable to the NRC. For a description
of the draft Emergency Action Level Guidelines see Enclosure 2. The
principal government office or agency in each ic:al political jurisdiction
(county and municipality) within the plume exposure pathway EPZ, which would
have the responsibility for prompt implementation of protective action warn-
ings and instructions to the public, must be clearly identified.

2. A preliminary analysis which describes the means to be eyloyed in the
notification of State and local governments, Federal agencies and the
public in the event of an emergency must be submitted for the plume
exposure EPZ and for notification of the agricultural agencies and other -

governmental bodias having jurisdiction within the ingestion pathway EPZ.
A comitment must be made to provide prompt notification to offsite author-
ities and to assure that offsite authorities have the resources to provide
a general early warning and clear instructions to the public, acceptable
to the NRC, in the plume exposure EPZ within 15 minutes following notifi-
cation from the facility.

3. Preliminary planning must reflect the need to include facilities, systems,
and methods for identifying the degree of seriousness and potential scope
of radiological consequences of emergency situations within and outside
the site boundary, including capabilities for dose projection using real-
time meteorological information and for dispatch of radiological monitoring
teams within the EPZ's. The anticipated role and capabilities of offsite
agencies in radiological monitoring and dose assessment in the environs
must be described for both plume and ingestion exposure pathways. P re-
liminary planning must reflect the role of the on-site technical support
center and of the near-site emergency operations center in assessing
information, recomending protective action and disseminating information
to the public.

4. Preliminary planning must reflect provisions for initiating protective
actions for all exposure pathways, onsite and offsite, including:

(a) Direct radiation exposure from a confined source in-plant, an
airborne plume, and ground deposition,

(b) Inhalation exposure from an airborne plume, and
,

(c) Ingestion exposure from centaminated water, milk, and other
agricultursl products.
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Mr. R. M. Butler -3-

A preliminary analysis which describes various available protective action
options must be submitted for tne areas within the Emergency Planning Zones.
This must include estimates of evacuation times for various sectors and

- distances within the plume exposure EPZ. Preliminary plans for protective
action recommendations within the plume exposure E"Z must include evacuation,
sheltering, and area access control. Preliminary .lans for protective
action recommendations within the ingestion exposure EPZ must include
taking cows off pasture when required and controlling the use of milk,
drinking water, and agricultural products whose source is within the
ingestion EPZ.

If you have any questions concerning this matter, please contact the NRC
Project Manager for your facility.

Sincerely,

sm -
._ - .

D. B. Vassallo, Acting Director
Division of Project Management
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation

Enclosures:
1. Commission Policy Statement
2. NRR Staff Draft Guidelines

cc w/ enclosures:-

See next page
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Mr. R. M. Butler
Nuclear Projects Manager
Boston Edison Company
800 Boylston Street
Boston, Massachusetts 02199

cc: Mr. William Griffin Stephen M. Leonard, Esq.
Project Engineer Assistant Attorney General
Boston Edison Company Ccmonwealth of Massachusetts
800 Boylston Street One Ashburton Place,19th Floor
Bos'an, Massachusetts 02199 Boston, Massachusetts 02108

Dale G. Stoodley, Counsel Henry Herrman, Esq.
Boston Edison Company 151 Tremont Street, 27K
800 Boylston Street Boston, Massachusetts 02111 '

Boston, Massachusetts 02 U9
Mr. & Mrs. Al an R. Claeton

George H. Lewald, Esq. 22 Mackintosh Street
Ropes & Gray Franklin, Massachusetts 02038
225 Franklin Street
Boston, Massachusetts 02110 W. M. Sides

Quality Assurance Manager
Willian S. Abbott Boston Edison Company -

Attorney & Counsellor at Law 800 Boylston St.
50 Congres Street, Suite 925 Boston, Massachusetts 02199
Boston, Massachusetts 02109

Mr. R. A. Fortney
B. N. Pushek EDS Nuclear
Bechtel Pour Corp. 220 Montgomery Street
P. 0. Box 3 595 San Francisco, California 94104
San Francisco, California 94119

Andrew C. Goodhope, Chairman
John D. Fassett Atomic Safety and Licensing Board
Vice President and General U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Comission

Counsel Washington, D. C. 20555
United Illuninating Company
80 Temple Street Dr. Dixon Callihan
New Haven, Connecticut 06506 Union Carbide Corporation

P. O. Box Y
Mr. R. Newnan Oak Ridge, Tennessee 37830
Combustion Engineering, Corp.
1000 Prospect Hill Road Dr. Richard F. Cole
Windsor, Connecticut 06095 Atomic Safety and Licensing Board

U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Comission
W. C. Tallman, President Wa hington, D. C. 20555
Public Service Company of

New Hampshire
1000 Elm Street
Manchester, New Fampshire 03105

.
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Mr. R. M. Butler
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|
cc: Richard S. Salziaan, Esq. , Chairman .

Atomic Safety and Licensine Appeal Board S
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Comission o'

' Washington, D. C. 20555

Dr. dohn H. Buck
Atcmic Safety and Licensing Appeal Board
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Comission
Washington, D. C. 20555 . -

.

Michael C. Farrar, Esq. ,1
Atomic Safety and Licensing Appeal Board -

1 U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Comission
*

Washington, D. C. 20555
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AGENCY: Nucl ear Reculatory Ccmission

ACTIOs: N?.C Folicy Statement
.

Purcose
,
I

|
'

Thi's is a statement of policy with regard to an Environmental Protection.

i

. .

Agency (E?A) and Nuclear Regulatory Comission (NRC) ask-force repor* an

cuidan:a for use in state and local radiological emergency respense plans
i , .

at nucient pcser pTants.,

: . .

.< _

. .

Ez:kc-:end
_ .

na NF. rs:sived a re:uest from .he Conference of Radiatien Centrol Pr: gram
,

Cire:::rs, an Organi t. tion of State officiais, to "=ake a determination of
.

tha ...s severs accident basis for which radiological ecr gency response
,

. . - -

:lans snc21d. ba develeped by offsite agencies." In response,an EFA and NRC.

.
ask f:rca was established which prepared a report entitled " Planning Basis

for .he Cavelo; ment of State and Local Government Radiological Emergency
.

Res;:::se ? Tans in Su;;crt of Light Water Nuclear Pcwer Plants," NUREG-0395,
,

EPA 52 /i-78-015, dated December 1978. Single copies of the report can be
,

4

cbtained by writing. ta the Director., Division of Technical Information and

Docu:nar.t Control, Nuclear Regulatory Ccmission, Washington, D.C. 20555.

Tha task for:a reper was published for public c: men; in the Federal*

Reg's:a- :n Oa: ember 15, 1978 and the cer=ent :eriod was extended to

v.ay li, U F:- ali:w additional ::ments resuiti g frc the ac:i:en a:

- ee ''.a :s a :. .: syncesis cf the c:cen:s re: 've: at: :ne task f:r:a ,

c:..s :a a:ics :f these ::=ents is ava.fiable f r : e As :sta .: Sirect:re

.

f r E e ;ancy : e:are: . ass, Office cf Sta a : :; ars , L'.S. Nuclear :legulat: 3
::- '::e:n, :as. ' g::J, 0.c. 2csss. 1 U 9 0 i .5 8
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NRC concurs 'in and endorses fe use the guidance contained in the task
'

for:e report. In endorsing his 9.. dance, the Commission recognizes,

that it is approprit.te and prudent for emergency pTanning. guidance to

| take into consideration the principal characteristics (such as nuclides
t -

I .
released and distances likely te be involved)' cf a spectrun of design-

p.

basis and c:re meTt accidents. Wh'ile the Commission:Fecognizes that the'

3

;uibance may have significant.~esponse imoacts for inaay lccal jurisdicti:ns,-4 '

,

, -

.

I it talieves that implementa:fon of the guidance is nevertheless neeced '

a i=:: rove e=e gency response planning and preparedness around nuclear
i

.

;cwer rea: crs.j
-

,
.

,

.

-
.

i ..
'

Tne ~0m tssion is directing its staff' to incorporate- the planning basis.

guidance ints existing documenti used~.in the evaluation of state and
.

local emergency response pians tc the- extent practicable. The NRC has
.

. .

recently published an Advance Notice of Proposed Rulemaking concerning

additional reguia.tions err e=ergency plans, 44. ~R 41484. Tuesday, July 17, 1979.,

i

Additional guidance will be provided fc1Tcwing this rulemaking. This .

adcitional guidance can be expected to consider how local conditions

sucir as demography, land use, and meteorciogy can influence the size and

sna:a f'- a U:s anc :: address other issues, such 1: eva:uatic.n

:i a--i ng.
.

Oi4 '
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! The cajor rec::.nendation of the report is that two.Ecergs ty olanning

i I:nes (EPIs should be esta311shed aroune 'ight water nt: lear gewer

pl ants. The EPZ for airborne exposure has a radius of ab:t t 10 ciles;

1 the E?I for centaminated food has a radius of abcut E0 miles. Pred termined
i
i '

pr:te:tive actiert plans are needed for the EPZs. The exact size and
t

strape c each E?! wili be decided by emergency : Tanning efficiais after,

:
I

th=y ::nsider ne scecific conditions at ea:P site. Th2se distan:es are;
.

I

::nsi e ed la ga enough to provide a resconse base which euTd su:p:rti .

i

! ac.iv'ty cutside the planning zone shculd this ever be nescad.
.

.

f

s rs:: r. air: Or:vides pla @ . b: ' guidanca in the f:r of a rance.

.

c .-- e va,aea ,.n wh,i %. emergency rssponse cr.... .riciais s.,. u.c %e prepared
,

_ . .

, , ..

_

:: it.ie er.t :r:tective action. The report indicates that, depending on,

.

,
. . .

.i suen a:::rs as the s:eci,.1c secuence or. events during an acciden; which .
.

results in ths -elease of radioactivity :: de a =osonere and the crevailing
.

'

me:ac .sgi:a? :onditions, arotective actierr may be ra:;ui ed fret perhacs
' cas-haif neur t: one day after the initiation of the accident. Development
.

.

anc periodi: :ssting of procedures for rapid notification of emergency

resp .se officiais is encoureged, since the time availabia for ac'icn is
,

::r:n; . affe::ed :;. :ne : ice consu ec in n::ift:a:icn.-
.

.

, e ' Ne. . %. e . . . 6 4

: *: 05 I I# ;-~ #i a !I;' ::. uNa. ex::Iu e a ? : EIi i:.
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5;e:i#ic it;1e enta:icn dates for full implementati:n ef the task for:a

re::=endations and any others that are developed will be established as

;ar cf the engeir.3 rulemaking effort. The Comission also expects the

i staff to assist state and local governments in improving their emergency
i

I respsnse capabilities at existing sites in the imediata future.'

! "

, .
-

! ..
_

- - t?
Ja:ed at Washington, D.C. this ! day o. b l979.
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el J. Chilk
..

r

-

Secret _aryv of the Cer:raissica. . ,

. .
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g UNITED STATES,,

NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSIONa

. j wAsmNGTON D. C. 20665
,

s.,*..../
,

SEP 19197S

The USNRC Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation has developed draft Emergency
Action Level Guidelines to improve the emergency preparedness capabilities
around operating nuclear power plants. The enclosed draft guidelines for
interim use, published as NUREG-0610, establishes four classes of Emergency
Action Levels replacing the classes in Regulatory Guide 1.101. The new
classes are Notificatibn of Unusal Event, Alert, Site Emergency, and

.

General Emergency.

Public comments on these draft guidelines are solicited. All comments sent
to:

Secretary of the Commission
U. 5. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555
Attention: Docketing and Service Branch

.

and received by December 1,1979, will be considered by the Commission.
,

Sincerely, .

pcbj

Harold R. Denton, Director
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation

Enclosure:
As Stated

1 99 017
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NUREG-0610

U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

. .

DRAFT EMERGENCY ACTION LEVEL GUIDELINES

FOR NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS

.

.

September 1979

0FFICE OF NUCLEAR REACTOR REGULATION

U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
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For interim use and comment - 9/14 79/

BASIS FOR EMERGENCY ACTION LEV!LS FOR NUCLEAR POWER FACILITIES

This document is provided for interim use during the initial phases of the NRC
effort to promptly improve emergency preparedness at operating nuclear power
pl ants. Changes to the document can be expected as experience is gained in its
use and public comments are received. Further, the Commission has initiated a
rulemaking procedure, now scheduled for completion in January l'980 in the area of
Emergency Planning and Preparedness. Additional requtrements are to be expected
when rulemaking is completed and some modiftcations to this document may be
necessary.

Four classes of Emergency Action Levels are established which replace the classes
in Regulatory Guide 1.101, each with associated examples of initiating conditions.
The classes are:

.

Notification of Unusual Event

Alert

Site Emergency

General Emergency

The rtticnale for the notification and alert classes is to provide early and
' prompt notification of minor events which could lead to more serious consequences
given operator error or equipment failure or which might be indicative of more
serious conditions which are not yet fully realized. A gradation is provided
to assure fuller response pr1parations for more serious indicators. The site
emergency class reflects conditions where some significant releases are likely or
are occurring but where a core melt situation is not indicated based on current
information. In this situation full mobilization of emergency personnel in the
near site environs is indicated as well as dispatch of monitoring teams and
associated communications. The general eme'rgency class involves actual or imminent
substantial core degradation or melting with the potential for loss of containment.
The immediate action for this class is sheltering (staying inside) rather than
evacuation until an assessment can be made that (1) an evacuation is indicated
and (2) an evacuation, if indicated, can be completed prtor to significant
release and transport of radioactive ma'terial to the affected areas.

The example initiating conditions listed after the innediate actions for each
class are to form the basis for establishment by each licensee of the specific
plant instrumentation readings which, if exceeded, will initiate the emergency
class.

,

'7?9 019
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Some bsck' ground information on release potential and expected frequencies for
the various classes is provided in this material. Note that there is a wide
band or uncertainty associated with the frequency estimates. The release
potential given reflects the amount that could Se released over a long time
period or under favorable meteorological conditions without exceeding the
exposure criteria of a more severe class. Release of these imounts in a
short time period under unfavorable meteorological dispersion condittons
might trigger the criteria of a more severe class.

1;?9 02.0
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State and/or Local Offsite
Class Licensee Actions Authority Actions

Notification of unusual event 1. Promptly inform State and/or local 1. Provide fire or security
offsite authorities of nature of assistance if requestedClass Description unusual condition as soon as discovered

2. Standby until verbalUnusual events are in process or have 2. Augment on-shift resources closeoutoccurred which indicate a potential
degradation of the level of safety 3. Assess and respond or,of the plant.

4. Close out with verbal summary to 3. Escalate to a nere severePurpose offsite authorities; followed by class
written sunanary within 24 hours

Purpose of offsite notification is to

(1) assure that the first step in any or
response later found to be necessary
has been carried out. (2) provide 5. Escalate to a more severe class
current information on unusual events.
and (3) provide a periodic unscheduled .

,

test of the offsite communication ~
' link.

5

Release Potential
.

.

No releases of radioactive auterial
requiring offsite response or
nonitoring are expected unless
further degradation of safety
systems occurs.

Expected Frequency

Once or twice per year per unit.-- ~

4
s)
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EXAMPLE INITIATING CONDITIONS: NOTIFICATION OF UNUSUAL EVENT
.

1. ECCS initiated
'

2. Radiological effluent technical specification limits exceeded

3. Fuel damage indication. Examples:

a. High offgas at BWR air ejector monitor (greater than 500,000 pei/sec;
corresponding to 16 isotopes decayed to 30 minutes; or an increase of
100,000 pci/sec within a 30 minute time period)

b. High coolant activity sample (e.g., exceeding coolant technical speci-
fications for iodine spike)

c. Failed fuel monitor (PWR) indicates increase greater than 0.1% equivalent
fuel failures within.30 minutes.

4. Abnomal coolant temperature and/or pressure or abnomal fuel temperatures

5. Exceeding either primary / secondary leak rate technical specification or
primary system leak rate technical specification

6. Failure of a safety or relief valve to close '

7. Loss of offsite power or loss of onsite AC power capability

8. Loss of containment, integrity requiring shutdown by technical specifications

9. Loss of engineered safety feature or fire protection system function
requiring shutdown by technical specifications (e.g., because of malfunction,
personnel error or precedural inadequacy)

.

10. Fire lasting more than 10 minutes

11. Indications or alams on process or effluent parameters not functional in
control room to an extent requiring plant shutdown or other significant
loss of assessment or comunication capability (e.g., plant computer, all
meteorological instrumentation)

,

12. Security threat or attempted entry or attempted sabotage

13. Natural phenomenon being experienced or projected beyond usual levels

a. Any earthquake

b. 50 year flood or low water, tsunami, hurricane surge, seiche

c. Any tornado near site

d. Ar.y hurricane

'09 022
-4- s
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14. Other hazards being experienced or projected

a. Aircraft crash on-site or unusual aircraft activity over. facility

b. Train derailment on-site

c. Near or onsite explosion

d. Near or onsite toxic or flhanable gas release

e. Turbine failure

15. Other plant conditions exist that carrant increased awareness on the part
of State and/or local offsite authorities or require plant shutdown undar
technical specification requirements or involve other than normal controlled
shutdown (e.g., cooldown rate exceeding technical specificatton limits, pipe
cracking found during operation)

16. Transportation of contartinated injured individual from site to offsite
- hospital

17. Rapid depressacization of PWR secondary side.
.

13?9 023
.
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Class State and/or Local OffsiteLicensee Actions Authority Actions

Alert 1. Promptly inform state and/or local 1. Provide fire or security
authorities of alert status and reason assistance jf requested' Class Description for alert as soon as disccvered

2. Augment resources hy actlyatingEvents are in process or have 2. Augment resources by activating on-site near-site E0C and any otheroccurred which involve an actual technical support center, on-site primary response centersor potential substantial operations center and near-site
degradation of the Ic el emergency operations center (E0C) 3. Alert to standby status keyof safety of the pla: . .

emergency personnel including3. Assess and respond monitoring teams andPurpose
associated ccmmanications4. Dispatch on-site monitoring teams indPurpose of offsite alert is associated connunications 4. Provide confirmatory offsiteto (1) assure that emergency radia.tlon monitoring andpersonnel are readily available S. Provide periodic plant status updates ingestion pathway dose '

to respond if situation to offsite authorities (at least every projections if actual releasesbecomes more serious or to 15 minutes) substantially exceed technicalperform confirmatory radiation specification limits,

monitoring if required. (2) 6. Provide periodic meteorological assess-
-

o,

provide offsite authorities ments to offsite authorities and, if S. Maintain alert status untti,
current status information, any releases are occurring, dose estimates verbal closeoutand (3) provide possible for actual releases
unscheduled tests of response orcenter activation. 7. Close out by verbal summary to offsite ~~~

authorities followed by written gunsary 6. Escalate to a more severe classRelease Potential within 8 hours

- Limited releases of up to 10 or,>4 curies of I-131 equivalent or
- x>up to 104 curies of Xe-133 8. Escalate to a more severe class ,

sc> equivalent.

O xpected FrequencyE
N
45$ Once in 10 to 100 years per

unit.

.
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EXAMPLE INITIATING CONDITIONS: ALERT

1. Severe loss of fuel cladding

a. High offgas at BWR air ejector monitor (greater than 5 ci/sec; corresponding
to16isotopesdecayed30 minutes)

b. Very high coolant activity sample (e.g., 300 pci/cc equivalent of I-131)

c. Failed fuel monitor (PWR) in<iicates increase greater than 1". fuel failures
within 30 minutes or Si, total fuel failures.

2. Rapid gross failure of one. steam generator tube with loss of offsite power

3. Rapid failure of more than 10 steam generator tubes (e.g., several hundred
gpm primary to secondary leak rate)

'

4. Steam line bre-k with signf ficant (e.g., greater than 10 gpm) primary to secondary
leak rate or MSIV malfunction

,

5. Primary coolant leak rate greater than 50 gpm

6. High radiation levels or high airborne contamination which indicate a severe
degradation in the control of radioactive matertals (e.g., increase of factor
of 1000 in direct radiation readings)

7. Loss of offsite power and loss of all onsite AC power

8. Loss of all onsite DC power

9. Coolant pump seizure leading to fuel failure

10. Loss of functions needed for plant cc,ld shutdown

11. Failure of the teactor protection system to initiate and complete a scram
wnich brings the reactor subcritical

12. Fuel damage accident with release of radioactivity to cor.tainment or fuel handling
building

13. Fire potentially affecting safety systems

14. All alanns (annunciators) lost

15. Radiolo ical effluents greater than 10 times technical specification instantaneous
limits an instantaneous rate which, if continued over 2 hours, would result in
about 1 mr at the site boundary under average meteorological condittons)

16.' Ongoing security compromise

1 99 025,.
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17. Severe natural phenomena being experienced or projected

a. Earthquake greater than OBE levels

b. Flood, low water, tsunami, hurricane surge, seiche near design levels

c. Any tornado striking faciltty

d. Hurricane winds near design basis level
.

18. Other hazards being experienced or projected

a. Aircraft crash on fac'11ty1

b. Missile impacts from whatever source on facility

Known explosion damage to facility affecting plant operationc.

d. Entry into facility environs of toxic or flamable gases

e. Turbine failure causing casing penetration
'

19. Other plant conditions exist that warrant precautionary activation of '

technical support center and near-stte emergency operattons center ,

20. Evacuation of control room anticipated or required with control of shutdown
systems established frcm local stations

1399 026
.
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State and/or tocal OffsiteClass Licensee Actions Authority Actions
Site Emergency 1. Promptly infonn State and/or local off- 1. Provide any assistance

site authorities of site emergency status requestedClass Description and r on for emergency as soon as dis-
k

Events are in process or have 2. Augment resources by activating on-site thca
on .e

occurred which involve actual technical support center, on-site , p p
or likely major failures of emergency operations center and near-- periodic updates -

plant functions needed for site emergency operations center (E0C) 3. Augment resources by activatingprotection of the public. near-site EOC cnd any other *

3. Assess and respond primary response centers

4. Dispatch on-site and offsite monitoring 4. Dispatch key emergency personnel
Purpose of the site emergency teams and associated connunications including monitoring teams and
Wd''ning is to (1) assure thate

response centers are inanned, 5. Provide a dedicated individual for plant 5.. Alert to standby status other *

(2) assure that monitoring teams status updates to offsite authorities emergency personnel (e.g.,are dispatched, (3) assure that and periodic press briefings (perhaps those needed for evacuation)personnel required for evacuation joint with offsite authorities) and dispatch personnel to near-of near-site areas are at duty site duty stationsstations if situation becomes 6. Make senior technical and snanagement,

more serious, (4) provide staff onsite available for consultation 6. Provide offsife monitoring,o

current infonnation for 'and with NRC and State on a F lodic basis ,]S",

consultation with offsite g n y s ti
authorities and public, and 7. Provide meteorological and dose estimates 7. Continuously assess infonnation(5) provide possible unscheduled to offsite authorities for actual from licensee and offsitetest of response capabilities releases via a dedicated indlyidual monitoring with regard toin U. S. or automated data transmission changes to protective actions

already initiated for public andRelease Potential 8. Provide release and dose projections mobilizing evacuation resources
based on available plant condition

Releases of up to 1000 ci of infonnation and foreseeable contingencies 8 oninend act inHk ni s
1-131 equivalent or up to ,
106 ci of Xe-133 equivalent. 9. Close out or reconwend reduction in and assess need to extend

emergency class by briefing of offsite distance-'

Expected Frequency authorities at EOC and by phone followed 9. Provide press briefings, perhaps#
by written sunnary within 8 hours with licenseeOnce in one hundred to once

in 5000 years per unit.
o.r- Hafntain site emergency status10.

un W d m 3 w W h df 10 Escalate to general emergency class emergency class
~ er

11. Escalate to general emergency class

.
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EXAMPLE _ INITIATING CONDITIONS: SITE EMERGENCY

1. Known loss of coolant accident greater than makeup pump capacity

2. Degraded core with possible loss of coo'able geometry (indicators should
include instrumentation to detect inadequate core cooling, coolant activity
and/or containment radioactivity levels)

3. Rapid failure of more than 10 steam generator tubes with loss of offsite power

4. BWR steam line break outside conMt. ment without isolation-

5. PWR steam line break with greater than 50 gpm primary to secondary leakage
and indication of fuel damage

6. Loss of offsite power and loss of onsite AC pcwer for more than 15 minutes

7. Loss of all vital onsite DC power for mre than 15 minutes

8. Loss of functions needed for plant hot shutdown

9. Major damage to spent fuel in containment or fuel handling building (e.g., -

large object damages fuel or water loss below fuel level)

10. Fire affecting safety systems

11. All alams (annunciators) lost for more than 15 minutes and plant is not in
cold shutdown or plant transient initiated while all alams lost

12. a. Effluent monitors detect levels corresponding to greater than
- 50 mr/hr for 1/2 hour or greater than 500 mr/hr W.B. for two

minutes (or five timesThese levels to the thyroid) at the site
boundary for adverse meteorolooy

b. These dose rates are projected based on other plant parameters
(e.g., radiation 1 tvel in containtient with leak rate appropriate
for existing containment pressure) or are measured in the environs

13. Imminent loss of physical control of the plant

14. Severe natural phenomena being experienced or projected with plant not in
cold shutdown

a. Earthquake greater than SSE levels

b. Flood, low water, tsunami, hurricane arge, seiche greater than design
levels or failure of protection of vital equipment at lower levels

c. Winds in excess of design levels

1399 I)2O
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15. Other hazards being experienced or projected with plant not in cold shutdrwn

A1 craft crash affecting vital structures by impset or firea.

b. Severe damage to safe shutdown equipment from missiles or explosien

c. Ehtry of toxic or flammable gases into vital areas

16. Other plant conditions exist that warrant activation of emergency centers
and monitoring teams and a precautionary public notification

17. Evacuation of control room and control of shutdown systems not established
from local stations in 15 minutet

' "9 029
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State and/or Local OffsiteClass Licensee Actions Authority Actions

-General Emergency 1. Promptly inform State and local of fsite 1. Provide any assistance requested
authorjtjes of gefteral emergency status

2 Activate inanediate publicClass Description and reason for emergency as soon as-

discovered (Parallel notification of notification of emergency status
Events are in process or have State / local) and provide public periodic
occurred which involve actual updates
or funninent substantial core 2. Augment resources by actlyating on-Site 3. eleconsnend sheltering for 2 mile
degradation or melting with technical support center, on-stte radius and 5 alles downwind
potential for loss of contain- emergency operations center and near- and assess need to extend
ment integrity. site emergency operations center (E0C) distances

4. Augment resources by activatingPurpose 3 Assess and respond near-site E0C and any other
Purpose of the eneral emergency 4. Dispatch on-stte and offsite monitoring primary response centers
warning is to (1 initiate pre- teanas and associated connunicationg 5. Dispatch km uaergeacy personnel
detendned protective actions including .conttoring teams anit
for pubitc, (2) provide 5. Provide a dedicated indlyidual for associated communications =

continuous assessment of infonna- plant status updates to offsite 6. Dispatch other emergencytion from licensee and offsite authorities and periodic press
, neasurements. (3) initiate briefings (perhaps oint with personnel to duty stations within,

to additional measures as indicated offsite authorities 5 mile radius and alert all
by event releases or potential others to standby statuse

releases, and (4) provide 6. Hake senior technical and management staff 7. Provide offstte monitoring
current infonnation for and onsite available for consultation with results to Itcensee and others
consultation with offsite imC and State on a partodic basts, and jointly assess these
authorities and public.

8. Co 1 ya s i nn nPro e eorological and dose est N tes
Helease Potential to offstte authorittes for actual

releases yta a dedicated indlyldual or toring with regard to changes
Releases of more than 1000 ci of automated data transmission to protective actions already
I-131 equivalent or paore than

ni ng avacuati n ms urces~ 106 ci of Xe-133 equivalent. 8 Provide release and dose projections
A based on available plant condttion 9. Reconynend placing milk animalsV Expected Frequency infonnation and foreseeable contingenctes within 10 miles on stnred feed4

and assess need to extend
Less than once in about 5000 9. Close out or reconsoend reduction of distanceO years per unit. Life threatening emergency class by briefing of offsiteW 10. Provide press briefings, perhapsdoses offsite (within 10 miles) autt'orities at E0C and by phone followedi

C' once in about 100.000 years by written sunuiury within 8 hours with Itcensee
per unit. - 11. Consider relocation to alternate

EOC if actual dose accumulation
in near-site EOC exceeds lower
bound of EPA PAGs

12. Maintain general eniergency status -

until closeout or reduction of
emergency class

,
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EXAMELE INITIATING CONDITIONS: GENERAL EMERGENCY

1. a. Effluent monitors detect levels corresponding to i rem /hr W.S. or
5 rem /hr thyroid at the site bourdary under actual meteorolooical
conditions

b. These dose rates are projected based on other plant parameters (e.g.,
radiation levels in containment with leak rate appropriate for existi'ng
centainment pressure with some confimation from effluent monitors) or
are masured in the environs.

Note: Consider evacuation only within about 2 miles of the site boundary
unless these levels are exceeded by a factor of 10 or projected to
continue for 10 hours

2. Loss of 2 of 3 fission p aduct barriers with a potential loss of 3rd barrier,
(e.g., loss of core geometry and primary coolant boundary and high potential*

for loss of containment).

Note: Consider 2 mile precautionary evacuation. If more than gap activity
released, extend this to 5 miles downwind.

.

3. Loss of physical control of the facility.

Note: Consider 2 mile precautionary evacuation.

4. Other plant conditions exist, from whatever source, that make release of
large amounts of radioactivity in a short time period possible, e.g., any
core melt situation. See the specific PWR and SWR sequences.

Notes: a. For sequences where significant releases are not yet taking.

placa and large amounts of fission products are not yet in the
containment atmosphere, consider 2 mile precautionary evacuation.
Consider 5 mile downwind evacuation (450 to 900 sector) if
large amounts of fission products are in the containment
atmosphere. Recomend sheltering in other parts of the plume
exposure Emergency Planning Zone under this circumstance.

b. For sequences where significant releases are not yet taking
place and containment failure leading to a direct atmospheric
release is likely in the sequence but not iminent and large
amounts of fission products in adc'ition to noble gases are in
the containment atnosphere, consider precautionary evacuation
to 5 miles and 10 mile downwind evacuation (450 to 900 sector).

c. For sequences where large amounts of fission products other than
noble gases are in the containment atmosphere and containment
failure is judged iminent, recomend shelter for those areas
where evacuation cannot be comoleted before transport of activity

~

to that location.

- 13 -
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d. As release infomation becomes availanie adjust these .:tions
in accordance with dose projections, time available to avacuate
and estimated evacuation times given current conditions.

.
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EXAMPLE PWR SE00ENCES

1. Small and large LOCA's with failure of ECCS to perform leading to severe
core degradation or melt. Ultimate failure of containment likely for meltsequences. (Several hours available for response)

2. Transient initiated by loss of feedwater and condensate systems (principal
heat removal system) followed by failure of emergency feedwater system for
extendad period. Core melting possible in several hours. Ultimate failure
of containment likely if core melts.

3. Transient requiring operation of shutdown systems with failure to scram.
Core damage for some designs. Additional failure of core cooiing and makeup
systems would lead to core melt.

4. Failure of offsite and onstte power along with total loss of emergency
feedwater makeup capability for several hours. Would lead to eventual core
melt and likely failure of containment.

5. Small LOCA and initially su.cessful ECCS. Subsequent failure of containment
heat renoval systems over several hours could leed to core melt and likely
failure of containment. -

.

.

NOTE: Most likely containment failure mode is meltthrough with release of gases
only for dry containnent; quicker and larger releases likely for ice
condenser containments for melt sequences or for failure of containment
isolation system for any PWR.

9 033-
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EXAMPLE BWR SE00ENCES

.

1. Transient (e.g., loss of offsite power) plus failure of requisite core
shut down systems (e.g., scram or standby liquid control system). Could
Itad to core melt in several hours with containment fairlare likely. More
severe consequences if pump trip does not function.

2. Small or large LOCA's with failure of ECCS to perform leading to core melt.

degradation or melt. Loss of containment integrity may be imminent.-

3. Small or large LOCA occurs and containment performance is unsuccessful affecting
longer tenn success of the ECCS. Could lead to core degradation or melt
in several hours without containment boundary.

4. Shutdown occurs but requisite decay heat removal systems (e.g., RHR) or non-
safety systems heat removal means are rendered unavailable. Core degradation
or melt could occur in about ten hours with subsequent containment failure.

5. Any major internal or external events (e.g., fires, earthquakes, etc.) which
could cause massive connon damage to plant systems resulting in any of the
above.

17,99 34 .
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